


Accept payments from millions of VISA and 

MasterCard holders around the world with an 

experienced, service-oriented acquirer!



With TrustPay, you can accept card payments in over 170 different currencies and in turn 

receive your settlement in 11 different currencies, including EUR, GBP and USD.



Save the time of your 
returning customers and 
store their card details 

safely through 
tokenization.

For effortless payment 
experience of your 

subscribed customers.

Your clients can pay in over 
170 currencies worldwide

Receive the accepted client 
payments in 11 different 

currencies.



Lower your costs and reduce the complexity by working directly with an „acquiring bank“. 

TrustPay is a direct member of both Visa and Mastercard and thus you are cutting out the 

middlemen.



Eliminate your manual reconciliation with TrustPay’s superior reporting tools and save 

costs! Whatever the delivery channel- advanced (API, SFTP) or less technical (e-mail), 

TrustPay has you covered. Wide range of report formats supported.



Let your customers pay with their preferred 

payment method for a smooth purchasing 

experience



Coming soon

Coming soon

Coming soon

Coming soon

Coming soon

The ecommerce world is borderless and 

picking out the right payment method for 

the expansion of your business is 

essential.

Let your customers pay with their 

preferred payment method for a smooth 

purchasing experience.



A simple credit card alternative - Fast and reliable 

solution to bill your customers on a regular basis.

In case your target is within the SEPA region, your 

clients can sign the simple mandate form without 

need to input any sensitive card data and you will 

be ready to charge them within minutes.



Every business needs a stable, experienced partner to accept payments. With 12 years of 

experience, TrustPay will give you the edge you need!



We analyse the approval ratios of issuers and 
proactively reach out to them to further boost your 
approval rates!

Improve your approval rate with TrustPay‘s holistic, AI
powered analytical report! Detailed monthly analysis
of approval ratios for your top countries and BINs with
specific tips to improve them.

Issuer behaviour examination Authorisation ratio optimizer



Steven Kark
CEO, Paycorp

We are extremely happy to have chosen TrustPay as our acquiring 
partner for our European expansion. With TrustPay, Paycorp have 
been able to launch a new country in a matter of weeks, they are 

committed and attentive.



TrustPay has been a reliable and stable partner since 2015. We at 
Xsolla appreciate their stable, costeffi cient services.”

Anton Zelenin
Senior Bussiness Development Manager, Xsolla



Having worked with TrustPay since 2012, we enjoy their advanced 
back offi ce functionalities and client focused attitude.”

Bruno Sousa
Head of Payment Services, Fraud 
prevention & Shop Development, 
Goodgame Studios



Email
info@trustpay.eu

Phone
+421 2 321 68 450

Austria office
Tanbruckgasse 3
1120 Viedeň
Austria

Head office
Trust Pay, a.s.
Za kasárňou 1
831 03 Bratislava
Slovakia




